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Hi Elizabeth,

The situation is being contained, but as you know it is very delicate. Many of the users stuck in the system are showing major side effects after being disconnected. We’re talking about permanent brain damage and even death.

We’ve done our best to allocate all available resources to support their application and find a solution to gracefully disconnect users.

I don’t trust that they have been transparent with us, or that they’ve shared all the facts about their technology and testing facilities. I feel like they know more than they’re telling us. Maybe we could put the CSD team on that? Think about it. Those kids could really give us a hand.

I also have to bring up another of my favorite topics (!) - Emily. The impact on Myriad has severely damaged her communication and pre-cognitive subroutines.

I am setting up a stream from the pre-cognitive sub-routine (Terminal Command: precon007). It will probably get mostly junk data, but I suggest we keep an eye on it. Emily previously had a 4 to 6 day forecasting capacity, with quite good accuracy. But now, I don’t know how badly her software has been damaged...

- Sophie